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Training at Home
A note from Joan Adler

Between the pandemic and botched cataract surgery, we have 
been training at home .  Thank goodness for our lovely back 
yard and indoor training spaces .  

I have always been an advocate of breaking down everything 
into small pieces to make each step clear to the dog .  Especially 
when training by yourself, it is essential to have friends who 
call and share training experiences to keep you motivated .  
(Huge thanks to Lisa .) .  Of course, there are some areas 
lacking: having someone do the stand for exam and doing 
stays with other dogs .  And we will need to eventually take our 
act to different locations with distractions .  

On the other hand, Kathy is doing most of the exercises from 
Novice through Utility and also some agility .  We are both 
enjoying it immensely and take a few minutes many times 
a day for fronts or call to heel or a trick .  Working on small 
pieces at a time has been loads of fun .  There are pivots in the 
livingroom and weave poles in the storage room .  We are also 
dabbling in scent work (thanks Arthur) .  I have taught tricks 
to her and rally .  The rally signs are fun to do a few at a time 
in a small space .  We go out in the yard for retrieving, go outs, 
directed jumping, random recalls, stays, and playing in the 
hose!  I have taught her scent articles indoors and outdoors .  

I have been in regular contact with Diane Gilliam concerning 
CTA Beltsville Obedience and will continue to work with her .
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What happened in Davisdonville this Summer?
The Great Reflooring Project
Here’s a peek at the effort involved...

In the late 1990s CTA installed second-hand rubber 
matting from Beltsville .

By 2022 the matting was buckled, ripped, curved and a 
serious trip hazard for the instructors and students .

 
Before

 

On August 3rd, an energetic group of volunteers 
arrived in the afternoon and rolled up the 40”x55’ long 
rubber mats and loaded them in a truck to be reused in 

an instructors horse barn. The revolting carpet and rug 
pads were removed and thrown away too
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Volunteers swept and carefully marked all the popped 
nails, damaged plywood and areas where additional 
support was needed. 

Many heartfelt thanks to Marcia and Chuck Wakefield, 
Jody Frost, Stephanie Martin, Patricia Hill, Sally Wolfe, 
Christina Schriver, Kathy Hayes, Tricia Rader and Nancy 
Bromberg!  The flooring repair project was off to a 
great start and the volunteers saved CTA $500 .00 in 
removal fees .
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Next subcontractors reinforced the plywood, replaced 
several damaged panels, finally adding appropriate 
screws to create a level flat surface.

The subcontractors then added rug padding to protect 
the plywood and give an anti-bacterial layer .

 

 
Dallas and Chuck Bolen moved and sorted the interlocking mats .
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Tuesday Chuck and Dallas Bolen, John Maholtz, Kathy Hayes, Trish Rader 
and Karen Long spent ALL day carefully installing the inter-locking mats .
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Doesn’t it look fantastic! 

Thank you to everyone who helped, cheered us on and were patient during the 
renovation process! Could not have done it without such a fabulous group!

 

October is National Animal Safety and Protection Month
Make your pet’s safety the priority whether they are at 
home or away . Have a pet emergncy plan in place .  
The AKC provides a helpful guide . 

Use this link to download the PDFs:  
https://www.akcreunite.org/october/f

https://www.akcreunite.org/october/
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My Covid Dog
by Milly Welsh, 4/20/22

When the Covid lock-down arrived, Charlie had Dotty 
and I had Polly to train . We’d be OK; dogs save us from 
boredom and give us purpose . Then Polly ruptured 
her ACL, and I had no dog to train . Charlie offered to 
share his dog, Dotty, with me . Dotty’s primary job was 
as Charlie’s field trial dog, which means almost daily 
training at numerous locations; it’s a full-time job for a 
dog .

Suddenly Dotty had another job; she had just become 
my obedience dog. Her routine became field work in 
the morning, nap in the early afternoon, obedience in 
the late afternoon, dinner, bed. It was difficult for her 
to learn to heel with her head up in the air; she had 
been heeling quite nicely thank you looking where she 
was going . She considered front some kind of mistake 
when I simply couldn’t decide which side she should be 
on . We shared a year of obedience training at home . In 
order not to be too boring, I taught her open and utility 
exercises as well as novice ones .

Finally, a vaccine and dog shows . With Charlie’s 
permission to have her for the whole day, she earned 
her CD . Her scores were respectable . Next her CDX . 
Again, she had respectable scores . So, on to utility . 
Now she needed to go to other places to train, taking 
her away from job #1 . Ultimately, she was ready to 
show in utility . Charlie was OK with it, because it only 
takes three qualifying scores . She failed . She failed 
again. Finally, her first qualifying score. Charlie was 
agreeable to more show because she’d finish soon. She 
didn’t, but she did earn her second leg . Ultimately the 
Lab Specialty was on the calendar . We agreed that her 
“lease” would be over on the last day of the specialty . 
She did it! And she qualified two days in a row.

Dotty is back to having only one job . I am grateful to 
Charlie and to Dotty for saving my sanity in the time of 
Covid . The other good news is that I now have my own 
young dog to train in obedience .s
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Man with a camera...
by Arthur Belendiuk

I have a camera and I have a dog . The two just naturally 
go together . I take travel pictures and I am a scuba 
diver, so I have lots of underwater pictures, but nothing 
is better than being out with your dog and a camera . I 
am a member of the Izaak Walton League, which has 
a 624-acre conversation farm in Poolesville . Dogs are 
welcome on the farm and can run free . This gives me a 
great opportunity to catch my dog in action . 

Running, swimming, and jumping are all action shots, 
so they require a bit of skill with the camera, but 
nothing that can’t be mastered with a little practice . I 
also take lots of pictures at CTA . CTA and other dog 
clubs are a bit tricky because there is not a great deal 
of light, especially for action photography . With indoor 
photography there are always tradeoffs . 

I shoot in RAW format and process the pictures in 
Adobe Lightroom . This gives me a lot of control over 
the final picture. When you have a fast-moving dog 
and poor light, this sometimes makes the difference 
between a so-so photo and a good photo . 

I also use Photoshop, but only when I really need to 
manipulate pixels. For example, the first picture is of 

Magic jumping . I set my camera to a high-
speed shutter release and told Magic to 
jump. The final picture is a composite of 
three separate pictures . 

When photographing dogs, I take lots and 
lots of pictures . I estimate that 90 percent 
of the pictures I take are simply deleted 
as out of focus or poorly composed . Dogs 
don’t pose and they don’t sit still . I also 
shoot at a high shutter speed . Dogs are 

moving at a fast rate, to get a decent shot you need to 
really crank up the shutter speed . Finally, I like action 
shots. I tried to find that moment that captures the pure 
job of being a dog . For example, the picture of Magic 
and Marshall playing . Or the picture of Magic running 
and jumping in a field. 

In the end, whether you are using your phone or an 
expensive camera, composition really matters . Take 
a few minutes and think about the shot you want to 
take. When you get home and find that you did not get 
the image you had in your mind, think about what you 
need to do next time to achieve your creative goal . 
Most importantly, have fun with your camera and 
especially your dog . 
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Suggested additional CTA offerings
by Theresa Zuzworsky 

We here at CTA are interested in bringing a greater variety of programs to benefit you, our members.

To that end, we would like to know if you are interested 
in having CTA host Companion Dog Sports Program 
(CDSP) trials and C-Wags trials at CTA .  CDSP is 

obedience, C-Wags offers obedience, rally, and 
scentwork .  I’ve included the website information for 
both programs .

Companion Dog Sports Program  
http://www.companiondogsportsprogram.com/

Companion Dog Sports Program (CDSP) offers five 
(5) levels of obedience classes to exhibitors: Starter 
Novice, Novice, Open, Utility and Versatility . All dogs 
must start in Starter Novice or Novice regardless of 
any other competition titles they may have received in 
other registries .

In CDSP, handlers can reward their dog with a food 
treat at the completion of all features of an exercise 
after the judge has said “Exercise Finished” if they so 
choose . This must be done before breaking the dog out 
and moving forward to the next exercise as directed by 
the judge . 

Starter Novice Title
The letters SN-C may be added after the name of each 
dog that has earned three qualifying scores of 170 or 
better in the Starter Novice A/B class. Title certificates 
will be issued and sent by the CDSP Coordinator to all 
teams earning the CDSP Starter Novice Title .

Novice Class
Novice A 
The Novice A class shall be for dogs who have not 
earned any other obedience title in any registry .

Novice B 
The Novice B class shall be for dogs who have earned an 
obedience title in any registry .

Novice C 
The Novice C class shall be for dogs who have earned 
a CDSP Novice title (CD-C or CD-H) in either the A 
or B class .

Open Class
Open A  
The Open A class shall be for dogs who have earned the 
CDSP Novice obedience title (CD-C or CD-H .) 

Open B 
The Open B class shall be for dogs who have earned the 
CDSP Novice obedience title (CD-C or CD-H) and any 
other Open obedience titles in any registry . 

Many thanks for the wonderful photos and article contribution from Arthur. I hope we’ll get many more!  Ed.

http://www.companiondogsportsprogram.com/
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Open C  
The Open C class shall be for dogs who have earned a 
CDSP Open title (CDX-C or CDX-H) in either the A or B 
class .

Utility Class
Utility A  
The Utility A class shall be for dogs who have earned 
the CDSP Open obedience title (CDX-C or CDX-H .) 

Utility B  
The Utility B class shall be for dogs who have earned 
the CDSP Utility obedience title (UD-C or UD-H .) 

Utility C  
The Utility C class shall be for dogs who have earned 
the CDSP Utility obedience title (UD-C or UD-H .)

Versatility Class
Versatility A  
The Versatility A class shall be for dogs who have 
earned the CDSP Novice obedience title (CD-C) and 
not earned any Open or Utility qualifying legs and/or 
titles . 

Versatility B  
The Versatility B class shall be for dogs who have 
earned the CDSP Novice obedience title (CD-C) and 
earned any Open or Utility qualifying legs and/or titles . 

Versatility C  
The Versatility C class shall be for dogs who have 
earned a CDSP Versatility title (VT-C) in either the A or 
B class .

C-WAGS  
https://c-wags.org/

This venue incorporates work and fun in one venue . 
Work should be fun to our dogs . Fun should be 
meaningful and be able to be enjoyed by both the 
human and dog . This gives us the opportunity to not 
only judge how our dogs listen, but how we work 
together, and we get to have fun doing it .

C-WAGS focus is on positive reinforcement and team 
work between the handler and the dog – they are the 
team . The human/dog team concept is a great way 
to bond with your dog . Teams should have fun while 
competing .

We want our trials to be viewed as a friendly, fun place 
for people/families to come and enjoy the day with other 
people and their dogs . The positive, fun atmosphere 
makes this a less stressful, more enjoyable sport .

Junior Handler division in all classes, it is not a 
different class .

C-WAGS appeals to a wide variety of people . Both 
the newbie and the seasoned veteran are all equally 
welcome, and can find their place here.

Those in training for “traditional” venues can reinforce 
in the ring . This will help them sharpen their skills for 
the other venues . Because it is similar, it makes great 
practice . Because it is slightly different, it keeps it 
interesting and fun .

An exhibitor will find some of the same exercises as 
in “traditional” Obedience and Rally . We feel that our 

venue compliments the others extremely well . Even 
though some of the exercises are slightly different, 
the training should not cause any issues for a dog 
competing in other venues .

Teams may compete in multiple levels/classes at the 
same time . Team may begin in Obedience levels 1, 2 and 
/ or Level 3 . In Rally or Games classes teams may begin 
in any class . Scent may be started at Level 1 or Level 2 .

There are no group stays in any class for the safety of all .

We are different from “traditional” Obedience in that 
the handler may interact more naturally with their 
teammate (dog) .

• Handlers may give reinforcement to their dog 
at the end of the exercises .

• Handlers may talk to their dog during the 
performance .

• We have some fun, new exercises in the 
Obedience, Rally and Games programs .

• In Obedience the order of the exercises will 
vary .

• Low jump heights .

People who just want to go out and have fun with their 
dog can be successful in a less stressful environment .

The only limits in this venue are set by the individual . A 
team can go as far as they want, or just go out and have 
fun! There is something for everyone here .

https://c-wags.org/
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Master Team Award once a team earns an ACE in 3 
different programs (Obedience, Rally, Games, or Scent) 
at the same level .

We value real life skills and recognize our teams that 
Volunteer in their community with our Doing Others 
Good (D .O .G .) Team Award .

If interested in these programs, please contact tzuzworsky1@gmail.com.

Canine
Training
Association

Upcoming Event at CTA

CTA WCRL Trial
November 11 – 12, 2022

Judges:  Joan Klingler (Saturday) and Dayna Drager 
(Sunday)

Levels 1, 2, 3, Vet and Intro offered .

There are 2 trials per day

Trials will run concurrently .  Example:  Level 1, trial 1 
followed by Level 1, trial 2, etc .  This will allow you to 
come, show, collect your qualifying ribbon and leave to 
continue your day .  You may also stay to watch other 
levels in you are in Intro or Level 1 since they normally 
run first.

Treats are allowed at the completion of stationary 
exercises .

Both Joan and Dayna are active in Rally in several 
different flavors such as AKC, WCRL, C-Wags and UKC.  
If you have any questions about the exercises on their 
courses they are always willing to explain the exercise .

The premium will be up on the WCRL site shortly .

https://www.rallydogs.com/ 

mailto:tzuzworsky1%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.rallydogs.com/
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Message from your editor
 
Members:  We love your brags!  Include 
photos, showcase your dog’s accomplishments or 
dote on your adorable new puppy .  Dish on your 
favorite instructor or write about interactions 
regarding your dog, a positive training experience, 
or your life with your dogs in general . Articles are 
greatly appreciated but must be your own or with 
permission of the author . 

 
Instructors strutt your stuff and send us  fun 
photos . We need lots of dogs in action shots! 
Send photos and articles to> 
caninetrainingassociationnews@gmail .com

Submissions for the next newsletter are 
due by COB November 15, 2022

Summer Brags Aplenty

Robert DeLuca 

I have 2 brags… . .I have been approved by AKC to judge 
the “Farm Dog Certification Test” and…

 I have also been approved to judge the 
 “AKC Temperament Test” 
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Dazzle Faber

Nederlandse Kooikerhondje 

Dazzle was found in New Hampshire . I was directed 
by a judge that this was the breed I need to have . I 
investigated breeders and found Betty Walhneliving in 
New Hampshire . I told her I wanted a female . She had 
just birthed 5 puppies—one female and four males . I 
was a little worried I wouldn’t be able to have her . I also 
found out she used to teach at Capital Dog Training 
Club for years. I finally received notification that she 
had in fact picked me for the only female . 

I drove to New Hampshire with a friend to meet her and 
took the puppy back to Maryland . 

How great was the first meeting with Dazzle. What 
a little cutie! It was love at first sight. We still keep in 
touch with all her brothers and the breeder . 

In her short career, Dazzle has managed to obtain her 
CGC, TKA, RN, Fast CAT 2, two legs of intermediate 
with a 3rd and 1st place . We are currently working on 
showing in Novice Obedience in a few weeks . 

This breed is a very old breed from back in the Middle 
Ages . They have appeared in many paintings by Dutch 
Masters . Kooikerhondje were bred to lure ducks to a 
cage “kooi” for the hunters .

 

 
Dazzle receiving her first Novice leg with a score of 198 and second place

 

 

Dazzle receiving her first place in Rally Novice Intermediate on July 21st
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Wyrlake Oliver of Oxbow CGCA TKN NJP

Oliver earned his Beginner Novice title at the 2022 
Wire Fox Terriers of Central States Specialty show (the 
breeds national competition) in Wilmington, Ohio,  

in May. Oliver earned 2 first places.   
Oliver lives with and is trained by Jim Siegle . .

 

Ash Run Jumpin’ Jack Flash, CD, SWN, CGCA, CGCU, TKN

Flash qualified 12/12 in three trials with three legs each 
in scent work containers, interior, exterior, and buried 
earning his overall SCN Title .  He also scored some 
pretty bonus ribbons for placements!

I am so proud of him and want to recognize Kathy and 
Bill Hayes for getting us started; Terry Standridge and 

Patricia Hill for taking over the reins and guiding us 
to these wonderful wins; and to our classmates, Trish, 
Marlene, Tyrone, Denise, Nancy, and Betsy for their 
encouragement and support!

Proudly owned and trained by Dallas Bolen
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CH Winning Hand Pathway to the Starz, CGC, RI, BN, NJP, CD, NFP

Lainee went to the Rottweiler Specialty and Earned her 
CD title along with her Championship Title .

She went Winners Bitch against 9 other bitches, 
earning her CH .  All done in 5 majors .

In July, she also earned her Novice Fast title with a 1st 
place  .

Lainee is such a fun partner .

Diane Noe Gilliam
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GCH Wund-R Y K-Central Time in a Bottle CD RE CGCA CAA FCAT9 TKA ATT

Monty  is best known as the fastest Keeshond ever 
in FastCAT, earning another invite to the FastCAT 
Invitational in Orlando as he continues to be ranked 
the #1 Keeshond since he started the sport in 2019 .  
We plan on finishing his FCAT10 title over Labor Day 
weekend .  Also showing his endurance and desire to 
chase those “bunnies”, Monty earned his Coursing 
Ability Advanced title this past Spring .

While he is an exuberant dog (anyone who has seen him 
at an event knows he is very vocal about his excitement 
to be there!), he also proved that he can contain himself 
and listen well as he earned his CD title in Obedience 
at the start of the year and he really is impressive in 
Rally!  Monty quickly flew through the Rally levels this 
year and is more than half way to his Rally Master and 
RAE title .  He even earned Triple High Combined at 
the Keeshond National in May in his first trial going 
for a Triple Q!  We already have a great head start on 
working towards a RACH and are currently ranked the 
4th best Keeshond in Rally .

Not only is he smart, but Monty is a great show dog!  
Monty is my first show dog and I am proud to have 
shown him all by myself to his Grand Championship 
in the AKC .  We have also earned the National 
Owner Handler Series Bronze level with all his NOHS 
group placements . At the AKC Royal Canin National 
Championship in Orlando, FL, Monty was Select Dog 
over a lot of nice specials .  More recently, Monty won 

Reserve Best in Show at a United Kennel Club show 
at the end of July . He is currently an Emerald Grand 
Champion in the UKC, winning many Best in Shows (and 
Reserve Best in Shows) along the way .  At this summer’s 
UKC Premier in Kalamazoo, MI, (Monty was invited as 
he was in the Top 10 in 2021), he won a Group 3 twice 
out of the three shows in a very large and beautiful 
Northern Group and easily earned his Precision 
Coursing Novice title while at the event .  Another 
exciting conformation adventure to share is that Monty 
and I are already teaching my 2 year old (almost 3 now) 
daughter, Briahna, to enjoy dog sports by giving her ring 
experience as a “Pee-Wee” handler in the UKC .  As soon 
as Briahna turned 2 last year, we got her in the ring and 
she loves it!  Monty proves his Canine Good Citizen 
Advanced and AKC Temperament Test titles were well-
deserved as he is so patient and gentle with my young 
daughter as she tries to show his bite to the judge and 
sometimes stumbles on him going around the ring .

Monty is currently training in Agility and shows so much 
promise in excelling in this sport, too .  He makes it hard 
to believe that Keeshonden are a “non-sporting breed”!

Thank you to all his CTA instructors for getting us 
where we are today!  A particular shout out to Marlene 
Schlichtig for our conformation handling classes, Karen 
Schumaker & Mary Owens for our Rally run-thrus and 
Karen McNally for the promise we are showing in Agility!

Loved/owned/trained by Stacie Beasley

 

 High Triple Combined at the Keeshond National, May 2022 Monty Running FastCAT in the rain
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 Monty Lure Coursing  Two-year-old Briahna after her very 
first UKC dog show in September 
2021, holding her first ever ribbons!

 

 Being shown by Briahna in UKC Pee-Wees on 07/31/22  AKC conformation show win photo - Group 3 in a 
non-sporting specialty .  Judge Beverly Drake
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Diana Hong & Mike Bullinger’s dog pack

Cayenne 
AKC CGCA 
International Dog Parkour Association (IDPKA) Two 
Feet On Level 1 Specialty title  (PKD-TF) & Under Level 
1 Specialty title  (PKD-UN) - First Golden Retriever on 
record  to earn these titles .

Trevor 
IDPKA Gap Jump Level 1 Specialty title (PKD-GJ)  - 
First dog on record to earn this title .

Becca 
IDPKA Two Feet On Level 1, Level 2, Level 3 Specialty 
titles (PKD-TF3)

  

Diana  and Trevor working on the parkour gap 
jump specialty title under the International Dog 
Parkour Association  .  Becca and Cayenne are 
also do parkour and have several titles under their 
names .  We started parkour in 2020 during Covid 
and have enjoyed being active in it ever since .  It is 
a sport that fosters exploring and interacting with 
our natural surroundings with our dogs in a safe 
and positive way .
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Kathy Hayes and her dogs 

Kathy Hayes and her sheltie, Gunner achieved his NW3 Elite Nosework title

Kathy Hayes and her dog, Murphy, achieved the NW3 Elite Nosework title
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Canine Good Citizen

Congrats to the Davidsonville CGC graduates! 

 .
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Upcoming Class Schedules 
At the time of writing schedules were accurate, however, some dates may have changed . Check the CTA website 
for the most current information on the upcoming classes page (https://www.ctadogs.org/upcoming-classes/). 

REGISTER for classes online at www.ctadogs.org.  Enrollment fees vary depending on class and are on the website. 
All sessions are 8 weeks long and dogs attend first orientation classes unless otherwise noted.

2022 BELTSVILLE OBEDIENCE Building, Upcoming CLASS SCHEDULE
Canine Training Association, 6826 Distribution Drive, Beltsville, MD  20705 

Classes are 1 hour each for 8 weeks and dogs attend orientation unless indicated otherwise .

DAY DATES TIME INSTRUCTOR NOTES

Puppy First Grade

Saturday Dec 3 – Feb 4 2023 10:20 – 11:20 am Matthews-White age 4 to 10 
months; 

No Class Dec 
24, 31

Puppy Obedience

Monday Oct 24 – Dec 12 6:30 pm Brown & Hanes

Manners

Wednesday  Oct 19 – Dec 14 7:30 pm Collins

Basic Obedience (and Foundations 1) 

Monday Oct 24 – Dec 12 7:30 pm Gilliam

Thursday Oct 20 – Dec 8 6:00 pm Belendiuk

Saturday Dec 3 – Feb 4 2023 11:45 am Putschi No Class Dec 
24, 31

Basic Obedience Foundations 2 (continuing)

Saturday Dec 3 – Feb 4 2023 1:00 pm Putschi No Class Dec 24, 
31

Prenovice Obedience

Tuesday Oct 18 – Dec 6 10:30 am Faber

Intermediate/Novice Obedience

Tuesday Oct 18 – Dec 6 7:00 pm Hanes & Streett
Wednesday Oct 19 – Dec 14 6:30 pm Koebler & Han
Thursday Oct 20 – Dec 15 7:00 pm LaDieu & Hong

https://www.ctadogs.org/upcoming-classes/
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Advanced Obedience, Open & Utility

Thursday Oct 6 – Dec 1 8:00 pm Faber & La Dieu

***Sunday*** Nov 205 — Jan 29, 2023 6:30 pm Barrows & Herzner 4 weeks
 ***Before registering for Sunday class, contact Debbie Barrows at debrabarrows@hotmail.com

Open & Utility, Competition Obedience

Friday Sep 30 
Oct 14 
Oct 28 
Nov 11 
Nov 25

9:30 am Belendiuk 1.5 hour class

alternating 
weeks, refer to 

list of dates

Advanced Rally

Saturday Nov 1 – Dec 6 8:15 – 9:15 am Solinsky

Advanced/Expert  Trick Dog

Saturday Dec 3 – Feb 4 2023 9:00 – 10:00 am Matthews-White No Class Dec 
24, 31

Freestyle 

Saturday Oct 22 — Dec 10 3:00 pm Chroniger

2022 DAVIDSONVILLE Upcoming CLASS SCHEDULE
Canine Training Association, 3789 Queen Anne Bridge Road, Davidsonville, MD  

All sessions 8 weeks long unless otherwise noted in class information.  
Dogs to attend all orientation classes, except Monday Puppy class.

DAY DATES TIME INSTRUCTOR NOTES

Puppy Obedience

Monday Oct 24 –Dec 12 6:00 pm – 6:50 pm Bolen & Logan

Basic Obedience I 

Tuesday (am) Nov 1 – Dec 20 10:00 am Long

Tuesday Sep 27 — Nov 15 6:30 pm Bolen & Bennett  

Special Boot Camp Class

Tuesday Nov 22 – Dec 6 Bolen & Bennett *3 weeks

Basic Obedience II (Intermediate)

Tuesday (am) Nov 1 –Dec 20 11:30 am Long

Tuesday Sep 27 — Nov 15 7:30 pm Bolen & Bennett
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Basic Obedience III (Advanced Intermediate)

Wednesday (am) Nov 30 – Dec 21 11:30 am Long 4 week  
mini class

Advanced Obedience:  Open & Utility

Thursday current — Nov 10 7:00 pm Logan

Thursday Nov 17 – Dec 15 7:00 pm Logan

AKC Urban dog class & test (classes are all fieldtrips)

Wednesday Oct 12 – Nov 16 1 pm Long *6 weeks

Intro to AKC Rally

Wednesday Oct 6 – Nov 30 7:25 pm Schumaker & Owens No class Nov 23

Rally Run Thrus

Wednesday Sep 21 – Oct 19 7:25 pm Schumaker & Owens *4 weeks

K9 Nosework class

Wednesday Nov 3 – Dec 15 7:25 pm Hayes *6 weeks 
1.5 hour class

2022 BELTSVILLE AGILITY, UPCOMING CLASS SCHEDULE
Canine Training Association    |    6822 Distribution Drive, Beltsville, MD  20705 

Read the Individual class descriptions online for prerequisites and requirements .

DAY DATES TIME INSTRUCTOR NOTES

Novice/Open Competition Agility

Monday Oct 10 – Nov 14 6:00 pm McNally & McNally
Monday Dec 5 – Jan 16, 2023 6:00 pm McNally & McNally

Pre-Competition Agility

Monday (am) Oct 10 – Nov 14 10:00 am Swan *6 weeks
Monday (am) Dec 5 – Jan 9, 2023 10:00 am Swan *6 weeks

Tuesday Oct 11 –  Nov 15 7:30 pm Dwyer sisters
Thursday Oct 13 – Nov 17 7:30 pm Dwyer sisters
Tuesday Dec 6 –  Jan 17, 2023 7:30 pm Dwyer sisters

Thursday Dec 8 –  Jan 19, 2023 7:30 pm Dwyer sisters

Competition Agility

Tuesday Oct 11 –  Nov 15 6:00 pm Glass
Thursday Jun 16 –  Jul 21 7:30 pm – 9:00 pm Dwyer & Mullings
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